


Vanriet Rohaco specialises in the design, manufacture, installation and commissioning

of automated conveyor and robotic systems.

The foundations of  Vanriet Rohaco go back over 70 years to the late 1940’s when

Piet van Riet founded the Company (Van Riet Industries). Second and third

generation members of the family maintain an active involvement within Vanriet,

which includes Rohaco, our specialist robot handling business.

Formed in 1990 to support the UK market, Vanriet UK Limited, (trading as Vanriet

Rohaco) specialise in conveyor and robotic solutions, bringing together, under one roof,

over 50 years manufacturing experience and system design expertise.

Our aim is to become a reliable supplier and partner to your company, establishing the foundations for a long

successful business partnership by utilising our technical expertise and innovative solutions to provide the most cost

effective, quality equipment and reliable after sales services.

INTRODUCTION

Vanriet Rohaco has established itself as innovative designer and

manufacturer of an extensive range of quality modular and bespoke

automated conveyor, robotic systems and ancillary handling

equipment to provide logistics efficiencies and factory automation

solutions.

Operating from its Tamworth factory, Staffordshire - Vanriet

Rohaco combines its engineering skills and a wealth of

experience to offer full design services and facilities to

manufacture modular conveyors in stainless and mild steel to

suit individual applications in a wide range of industries.

These cost effective modular conveyors can be installed and

commissioned with integrated controls and software to interface

with other equipment such as packaging and labelling machinery,

wrappers, palletisers and other associated equipment. As an approved

ABB Channel Partner, our design and application teams work closely to

provide well engineered, cost effective, end of line robotic solutions into

many market segments. 

We also incorporate full project

management to co-ordinate our

mechanical and electrical

installation teams in-line with the

customers overall project

program.

Theo van Riet, 
UK Managing Director
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Vanriet Rohaco offers you one of the widest ranges of conveyors,

automated and robotic system capabilities to include:- 

l Powered Roller Conveyor

l Belt Conveyors – Horizontal & Inclined

l Laundry Conveyors

l Slat & Modular Conveyor 

l Heavy Duty Pallet Conveyor

l High Speed Sortation Systems

l Order Picking Systems

l Pallet Dispensers

l Gantry Robots

l Articulating Arm Robots

l Robot Palletising

l Robot De-Palletising

l Service & Maintenance

Vanriet Rohaco have applied their technical

experience and design skills to provide

bespoke storage and fully automated

materials handling and robotic solutions to

all sectors of industry including:- 

l Warehouse & Distribution 

l Food & Drink 

l Pharmaceutical & Cosmetics

l Printing & Paper 

l Packaging 

l Mail Order 

l Manufacturing & Assembly 

l Laundry 

l Airport 

l Automotive

Vanriet Rohaco is committed to providing continual service and customer support that extends long after the

equipment has been delivered, installed and commissioned. We offer a range of after sales support services to suit

individual requirements including 24/7 cover to assist customers in protecting their investment in equipment and

materials handling systems.
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CONVEYOR SOLUTIONS

Vanriet Rohaco provide a single UK source for innovative solutions, designing

and manufacturing cost effective modular package and pallet handling

conveyors, plus bespoke material handling systems for a wide variety of

production and logistical operations.  Available in powder coated steel or

stainless steel – all conveyors are supplied with our assurance of guaranteed

performance and after care service, supplied by our dedicated team of

service engineers.

BELT CONVEYORS….for horizontal or inclined conveying

Our proven range of versatile belt conveyors has been developed to ensure optimum reliability with minimum

maintenance requirements. The concept behind every design is to provide for modular construction that

supports prompt and short delivery periods without compromising quality. 

These conveyors can be supplied to standard sizes or tailored specifically to suit customer

specified dimensions, with fixed or variable speed drive, optional belt finishes, side and

directional guides, product hoppers, etc to provide bespoke handling solutions.

Belt conveyors are used to

convey a great variety of

products including cases,

totes, loose loads, small

or fragile goods of

various unit sizes. We

can also supply

declining or inclining

conveyors for

mezzanine and

machine unloading

applications. 

LAUNDRY CONVEYORS

As well as designing proven systems for manufacturing, packaging and

distribution, Vanriet has in-depth knowledge and experience in providing a

range of specifically developed conveyor modules and handling systems for the

movement of loose or bulk laundry items. 

CASE & TOTE CONVEYORS

Our case and tote conveyors are widely recognised for innovative design, using

proven durable modular units that can seamlessly be interfaced to provide

individual feeder lanes to packaging equipment or  integrated into highly

efficient sortation systems to meet customers’ individual handling requirements.
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Gravity Conveyors

Gravity Conveyors offer a low cost, effective way of reducing manual

handling, moving goods and speeding up production flow of goods

between two points. Totally reliable as they are not reliant on power,

Vanriet Rohaco offer a wide range of conveyors to select from

including steel rollers, high-impact plastic rollers, plastic or steel 'skate'

wheels and even extra heavy duty steel roller sections.

Powered Roller Conveyors

Powered roller conveyors are used in a wide range of automated handling installations feeding product to assembly and

manufacturing lines, packaging station or providing transfer of completed order picks through high speed sortation

systems through to despatch.

We offer a comprehensive range of powered roller conveyor modules that enables handling systems to be achieved

both quickly and cost effectively. Non-contact, zero pressure accumulation conveyors provide the ideal solution,

especially where delicate or varying shapes and sizes of product are to be queued to avoid damage or jamming of

products on the conveyor.

PALLET CONVEYORS

Vanriet Rohaco guarantees optimum

performance in providing smooth and safe

pallet handling of loads up to 1500 kg

depending on the type and size of the load.

From a wide range of pallet handling

products, we can offer standard transport

or accumulating pallet conveyor systems,

supplied complete with controls, software

and safety equipment according to the latest

machinery regulations.

Years of system development ensures that

all the equipment such as accumulation

roller conveyors, twin/triple chain

conveyors, transfers, turntables, pallet

dispensers/stacker's or pallet lifts all reflect

"state-of-the-art" technology.

Vanriet Rohaco’s many years of experience in controls enables us

to interface and integrate pallet conveyors with other OEM

equipment such as pallet wrappers, slip sheet dispensers,

strappers, label applicators and other ancillary equipment as

required to provide a bespoke solution.
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ROBOTIC HANDLING SOLUTIONS

Robotic systems have become more widely accepted in industry for automating movement, feeding or for transferring parts

from one machine to another. This is due primarily to the many technical advances that make them extremely versatile in

applications and more affordable with a quick return on investment. 

As industry looks to increase efficiencies robotic handling solutions

can offer many benefits:-

l Reducing manual handling costs 

l Improves line efficiencies and reduces product damage 

l Offers versatility and flexibility in handling throughputs 

l Minimises manual Health and Safety risks

Vanriet Rohaco has many years experience in providing total logistic solutions that

involves the design and build of bespoke grippers for use with articulated arm

robot systems and overhead gantry robot with robot controller or PLC

controls.  As an approved ABB Channel Partner, our design and application

teams work closely to provide well engineered, cost effective, end of

line robotic solutions into many market segments. 

We can design and manufacture different bespoke grippers to handle

customers specific products by using suction, magnetic and

mechanical grippers to provide safe and efficient handling at speed. 

We can supply all your requirements for a fully automated

system, handling product such as boxes, trays, cans, buckets,

bags, drums, kegs, tyres, flatpack furniture, piece goods, sheets

and other packed items quickly, safely and efficiently. 

ARTICULATED ARM ROBOT

Working closely with system integrators and end users, Vanriet Rohaco

has integrated many

industrial robots. With

the drive for labour savings

and repeatability, we have

developed robotic handling systems

that can dramatically improve the efficiency

using ABB robot technology – with 4 and 6 axis robots. 

The grippers and peripherals are tailored specifically for your

product. Whether you are handling cartons through to delicate

products, you will be guaranteed of maximum throughput and

minimum waste. Our articulated arm robot handling systems are

user friendly to operate, safe, reliable and highly efficient. 
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GANTRY ROBOTS

For larger and more intricate palletising and

depalletising, production or projects involving

multiple lanes, a fully automated gantry robot

may be more suitable and provide the flexibility

customers seek.

Vanriet Rohaco gantry robots are manufactured

to customer specific configuration and cost

effectively built from standard modular options.

The range includes 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 axis robots,

which will satisfy any heavy duty requirements

as required. These computer controlled robot

systems can support multiple lanes and have the

ability to handle a wide range of products. 

To date many gantry robots have been delivered and installed, from a 6-axis turnkey project through to a 2-axis

manipulators as required by a system integrator. 

GRIPPER TECHNOLOGY

Through the many years of experience, particularly in gripper technology

and software, we have acquired highly specialised knowledge in the field of

automation and robotic handling. 

Grippers give your robot the ability to manipulate and handle objects

without damaging them. We can design and manufacture different bespoke

grippers to handle customer’s specific products by using suction, magnetic

and mechanical grippers to provide safe and efficient handling at speed. 
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System Integration

Vanriet Rohaco has for many years used extensive industry knowledge and in-house experience to undertake the design,

manufacture, installation and commission of most types of material handling applications, whether it is for a fully

controlled and integrated conveyor system, refurbishment or modification to your existing conveyor system.

Our proven solutions incorporate intelligent control systems and provide traceability and valuable management

information.

Although we have the ability to provide and install turnkey projects, we still continue to support and accommodate

even the smallest of conveying systems. 

VANRIET UK LIMITED. Riverside Industrial Estate, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffordshire B78 3RW 
Telephone: 01827 288871  • Fax: 01827 250810 

Email: Sales Department – sales@vanriet.co.uk  • Service Department – service@vanriet.co.uk  • Website: www.vanriet.co.uk

Rohaco Industrial Handling, Postbus 1158, 3430 BD Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
Telephone: 0031-30-600 88 00  • Fax: 0031-30-600 88 01
Email: sales@rohaco.com  • Website: www.Rohaco.com 


